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My name is Daphne and I just moved to a new town to get away from my drunk and abusive father.

After getting an upsetting phone call I go to a bar and meet a super fine guy. One thing leads to

another and I end up sleeping with him. I never have one night stands. I never sleep around. Until

now.It's not until I go to my first Sunday service at my new church that I realize who I slept with...the

one person in church that is COMPLETELY off limits.Oh my...Priest is a FULL LENGTH,

Standalone priest bad boy romance. No cliffhanger and has a HEA. Includes 2 free bonus full-length

novels for a limited time.
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This book was okay. The first time they were intimate was hot but then after that was pretty boring

for a long time until they started hooking up again. It was a chore to get though this book. I've really

liked some of Claire Adams' books but this was not one of my favorites.

It feels like a low blow to use a priest as the H. The sex is explicit but both characters are virgins

hook up during a one night stand after getting nasty drunk in a bar. Totally unbelievable and not

sexy to me at all. I don't find the sexualization of a Catholic priest very healthy or sexy, and I am not



a religious person but with so much scandal with the Church, the story seems stupid. Changing the

context of a priest to say a biker still makes this an unbelievable story since both the H and h

blabbed all their behavior to friends and family yet it caused no scandal. Yeah, right, that's

believable.

I received this ARC for a honest review. I did not like the book at all. It didn't hold my interest and

while I am not a religious person, I found the whole Priest relationship part just not interesting to me.

This is an ARC, and it deserves an honest to goodness review! At first I felt repulsed, but to be fair

because of my admiration for Claire, I therefore, decided to read it again, giving it a second chance.

Well, I honestly believe that Jace was quite sincere in dealing with his vocation, and I know that

priests are MEN made up with flesh and blood just like the next guy! It's admirable how he remained

steadfast and strong by refusing a seducer (Lily). Leaving the priesthood was the smartest thing to

do, while remaining a steadfast practicing Catholic after her marriage with Daphne, his one true love

and soulmate, who like him is a very good Catholic as well! After all, they both deserve a happily

ever after, and my one wish is that a beautiful baby will be coming soon!

Daphne is reeling from another encounter with her sexually-abusive father and seeking refuge in

people and drink at a local bar. Jace, grieving for his recently-deceased beloved grandmother is

drowning his sorrows in booze. He is unreasonably drawn to Daphne and they find solace in one

another. But for him it's a cardinal sin as a catholic priest. And Daphne has no clue that he is her

priest.This is an intricately-woven story of two people who lived with abuse, who have risen above

these horrors, and who have found their faith and love together. But their path is strewn with

challenges of the mind and of the flesh until everything comes to a head and decisions must be

made. Ultimately there is a HEA in the cards for them.

I received this as an arc for an honest review.A person is never disappointed with a new release

from Claire Adams. From the beginning the reader is set up to be pulled in and this book is no

exception. This is a story of forbidden love between Jace and Daphne. Jace is a priest who meets

Daphne after a monumental loss that has him questioning his foundational beliefs. Daphne is a

woman who has escaped an abusive home situation to start again in a new place. What follows is a

beautifully written story of the struggles of two young people and how their unwavering faith keeps

them together and get through the challenges.



I really enjoyed this book. I am never disappointed in a Claire Adams book. I was lucky enough to

receive a free copy of this book in return for an honest review. I loved all of the different layers that

made up this story. Jace and Daphne's abusive childhoods that brought the together. They both

strggle with their faith and guilt of being together and finally they come together, realizing their

traumas brought them together and their unfaltering faith kept them together. Wonderful story.

I received this book in exchange for an honest review. Wow!We have Daphne, just new to this town

recently and she's had a horrible day. Working her butt off in the local diner trying to get a head, she

receives a phone call that pushes her off the edge.Then we have Jace, he had to bury a relative

today and his world is in turmoil as well. Jace also is the local priest and was the one performing the

ceremony but managed to keep it together.Hours later, they both wind up in the same bar trying to

find solace in the bottom of a glass. I am sure you can figure out how the rest of the night goes from

there.Jace is a Catholic priest, which means he's supposed to have taken a vow of chastity and now

he's questioning his faith. Daphne is also a good Catholic girl and up until that night she had been

waiting for her true love to come along.This book has some great chemistry and I enjoyed reading it

and the HEA. Can't wait to read more as always Ms Adams.
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